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Vision: Our vision embraces 100% customer satisfaction and quality service.
Company Details: ALVO TECHNOLOGIES comprises of highly qualified and
technical staff, who are experienced and knowledgeable in all aspects of software
design and development. With a passion for software design and development, the
Alvo team keeps itself updated about both the emerging and existing technologies.
We at alvo ensure that our products should be confident enough to stand unshaken
through the rapidly and constantly changing framework of the world wide web.
The alvo team performs to the fullest thus avoiding the need of any request to do so.

Ambition: Keeping in view the vision of ALVO TECHNOLOGIES to provide clients
with exceptional and functional services, we categorize ourselves as a leader in the
market by providing state of the art products and services. We pride because:
- Most of our clients have been a consequence of word of mouth referral.
- ALVO TECHNOLOGIES enjoys challenges, we strongly believe in taking on
projects where impossible has always been possible.
- We provide the best rates in the market without compromising on the quality
of the product or service, our rates are designed keeping your profit in mind.

Products and Services: ALVO TECHNOLOGIES offers are wide range of
products and services to its clients which are as follows:
Web design and development : With cutting edge technology, and an exquisite
approach towards web design and development, whether it is for co operate or fun
purpose, we are able to provide challenging designs and features.
Through our experience we are able to understand the clients’ expectations and
provide precise product.
SEO: Our expert SEO engineers are well skilled to make your websites most search
engine optimized. We take care of all the SEO standards while creating the website.
Mostly our clients enjoy the top ten rankings in the search engines.
We also provide SEO for already developed websites.
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Desktop applications: Inorder to cater your requirements for customized desktop
applications to enhance the performance and efficiency of your company on various
subject like HR, CRM, ACCOUNTS etc , the team of ALVO TECHNOLOGIES is all set to
provide it expert services of desktop application development to you.
Mobile application: With the rapid growth in the mobile/cellular network, we are
capable of producing mobile applications of various sorts for various phones
including iphone and black berry.
Web applications: combining the aspects of website and desktop application, we
provide you with the high quality web application experience.
Domain and Hosting: To put our clients on the best web experience without the
struggle of domain registrations and hosting at different places, we bring this
service under same umbrella at most reasonable prices. We provide pre set
packages as well as we can customize the packages acc: to client requirements.
Branding: The most important factor for any business big or small is its corporate
ID, we accommodate the entire branding of client’s company which includes logo,
stationary, website etc
Presentations: created in flash as well as ppt, are highly interactive and user friendly
presentations enable the clients to communicate and represent themselves in the
most appropriate way and reach out to the onlookers. The presentations are totally
customized and built only for the client considering client requirements.
Profile writing: To help clients make their mark and presence felt in the market, we
have trained and experienced writers, to compile the best profile contents for client
companies.
3D designing: bringing all fantasies to realization our graphic, designers and
animators accomplish the 3D demand. It includes still images as well as animations.
Print Media: Designing of brochures, visiting cards, flyers, banners, clothes
designing etc are attained through contemporary and creative art designing. Every
design is based on some conceptual aspect.
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Event Management: We specialize in conducting seminars, workshops, lectures,
exhibitions, trainings and such other activities. The professional and highly
educated staff of ALVO TECHNOLOGIES takes the responsibility to impart their
expertise over such events.
Data Entry: We can take up the task of data entry for your application in a very
responsible manner.
Web master: Since we specialize in web portals, you can choose us comfortably to
administer your web portal consistently and constantly.
Hiring a team/an individual: At ALVO TECHNOLOGIES, we give you the most
satisfied opportunity to hire a team or an individual for a particular period of time.
This reduces the hassle to manage and hire employee(s) when the task is not for a
very long time or for a very short time. There are different options for hiring that we
provide. The hired team/employee is totally dedicated to your work during the
hiring period.

Our international cliental:
-

Audax steel ( Saudia Arabia)
o www.audaxsteel.com
Econ Dubai (UAE)
o www.econdubai.com
Modi Group of Companies (UAE)
o www.classic-me.com
Golf Me (UAE)
o www.golfme.net
Sail Abu Dhabi (UAE)
o www.sailabudhabi.org
Anams Wardrobe
o www.anamswardrobe.com
Jacob Sardini ( Italy)
o www.jacobsardini.it
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Technologies followed by us: We update ourselves according to the market
requirements; some of the technologies we follow are as follows:

Mode of operation: ALVO TECHNOLOGIES strongly believes in keeping the
entire process of production right from requirements to implementation, the
monetary transaction and other related issues, as clear and transparent as could be.
We believe in working in black and white, and assure all terms are made clear
before starting the production. This approach provides a hassle free relation
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between us and the client, and helps us to work with client in pressure less
environment.

Contact:
Website: www.alvotechnologies.com
Email: info@alvotechnologies.com
Call: (UAE)+971 50 4791729
(PAKISTAN)+92 313 3296069
msn-id: info@alvotechnologies.com

Regards,
Alvo Team
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